Bee Girl

- University of Montana, Missoula
  - Iridovirus and Microsporidian Linked to CCD
  - Sonagraghic analysis of hive health
  - Pesticide effects
  - “Bomb sniffing” bees
  - OLLI
The Bee Girl mission is to inspire and empower communities to conserve bees and their habitat.
Beekeeping Education // Honey Bee Conservation
PRESENT ACTIVITIES

Kids and Bees
Beekeeping Workshops
Farming for Bees Initiative
Public Education
Next Generation Beekeepers Initiative
Public Lands for Bees and Beekeepers
Bees and Honey!
THE ESSENTIAL GEAR

- Outer Cover
- Inner Cover
- Honey supers
- Queen Excluder
- Deep Super
- Bottom Board
- Stand
- Bee suit
- Gloves
- Bee hive tools
- Bee smoker
- Bee veil
HIVE PARTS - TELESCOPING LID

Langstroth Hive

Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath

Medium Super for Honey

2nd Deep Super for Brood

1st Deep Super for Brood

Queen Excluder

Slatted Rack

Screened Bottom Board
HIVE PARTS - STANDARD OUTER COVER

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Queen Excluder
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- Screened Bottom Board
HIVE PARTS - INNER COVER
HIVE PARTS - MEDIUM HONEY SUPERS
HIVE PARTS - DEEP “BODIES”
HIVE PARTS - FRAMES

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- Screened Bottom Board
- Queen Excluder
HIVE PARTS - FRAMES

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Screened Bottom Board
- Queen Excluder
- Slatted Rack
HIVE PARTS - FRAMES

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- Screened Bottom Board
- Queen Excluder

[Image of a Langstroth Hive and a frame]
HIVE PARTS - FRAMES

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- Screened Bottom Board
- Queen Excluder
HIVE PARTS - QUEEN EXCLUDER
HIVE PARTS - BOTTOM BOARD
HIVE PARTS - ENTRANCE REDUCER

Langstroth Hive
- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Screened Bottom Board
- Slatted Rack
- Queen Excluder
HIVE PARTS - BOTTOM BOARD

Langstroth Hive

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- Queen Excluder
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Screened Bottom Board
HIVE PARTS — HIVE STANDS

**Langstroth Hive**

- Outer Cover with Inner Cover hidden underneath
- Medium Super for Honey
- Queen Excluder
- 2nd Deep Super for Brood
- 1st Deep Super for Brood
- Slatted Rack
- Screened Bottom Board

**Hive Stands**
BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT — FRAME PERCH
BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT—TOOLS
BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT—SMOKER / FUEL (WATER)
BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT—BRUSH
PERSONAL GEAR — GLOVES
PERSONAL GEAR — SUIT, BOOTS, TAPE
PERSONAL GEAR – STING KIT
WHERE TO GET THE GEAR

Shastina // White City
Grange Co op // Most Locations
Big R // Medford
Oregon Bee Store // Eagle Point
Mann Lake, Dadant, Brushy Mountain, etc.
THINK ABOUT A BEAR FENCE
PROVIDE WATER
Thank you and Happy Beekeeping!

www.beegirl.org